ABSTRACT : First-principles calculations for the structural, electronic, and magnetic properties of Mn 2 CoAs Heusler compound, have been performed for using full-potential linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) scheme within the (GGA-WC) and GGA+U. Features such as the lattice constant, bulk modulus, and its pressure derivative are reported, in addition to the results of the band structure and the density of states. The electronic structure in the ferromagnetic configuration for Mn 2 CoAs Heusler compound shows that the spin-up electrons are metallic, but the spin-down bands have a gap of 0.48 and 0.77 eV for GGA-WC and GGA+U, respectivly. The Mn 2 CoAs Heusler is ferrimagnetic and maintains the half-metallic character having 100 % polarization for lattice parametres in 5.5 and 5.82 Å.
Introduction
Heusler compounds are ternary intermetallic compounds that have the general composition X 2 YZ. In this class, X and Y represent d-electron transition metals, and Z denotes a sp-electron element [1] . In recent years, Heusler compounds have been extensively studied, and motivated by their gained importance due to advancements in spintronics [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In contrast to half-metallic ferromagnets (HMFs) [7] , only a few Heusler compounds (all of them with a rare earth metal at the Y position) have been successfully implemented as superconductors [8] . Pd 2 YSn is the Heusler compound with the highest critical temperature (4.9K) [9] . The coexistence of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity demonstrating the manifoldness of the Heusler family, was reported for Pd 2 YbSn [10] and Pd 2 ErSn [11] . Many of the Heusler compounds have been reported to be HMFs [12, 13] , and several Co 2 -based Heusler compounds have been used as electrodes in magnetic tunnel junctions [14, 15] . The hexagonal compound Pd 2 CeIn orders antiferromagnetically at 1.23 K [16] . D. B. de Mooij et al. [17] reported that Pt 2 GdSn and Pt 2 ErSn exhibit ferromagnetic (Tc= 20 K) and paramagnetic behavior, respectively. Generally, Heusler compounds (X 2 YZ) crystallize in the cubic L21 structure (spacegroup Fm3m), the X 2 atoms form a primitive cubic sublattice and adjacent cubes of this X 2 sublattice are filled by alternating Y or Z atoms. If the number of 3d electrons of Y atom is more than X atom, we can observe CuHg 2 Ti-type structure with the space group F43m. In this structure, X atoms occupy the nonequivalent 4a(0,0,0) and 4c(1/4,1/4,1/4) positions, while Y and Z atoms are located at 4b(1/2,1/2,1/2) and 4d(3/4,3/4,3/4) positions, respectively [18] .
In the present paper, the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of Mn 2 CoAs are reported. The aim of this work is to evaluate the validity of the predictions of half metallicity for Mn 2 CoAs Heusler compound. The calculations are performed using ab-initio full-potential linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) within the density functional theory (DFT) with the generalized gradient approximation GGA-WC and GGA+U. In this paper, we organized the theoretical background as it's showed in Section 2. The results and discussions are mentioned in Section 3. The summary of our results is given in Section 4.
Method of calculations
First principles calculations [19, 20] with both full potential and linear augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method [21] as implemented in the WIEN2k code [22] have been employed. The exchange-correlation effects were described with the parameterization of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) by Wu and Cohen (GGA-WC) [23] and GGA+U [24] . In these calculations the parameter R MT K max =9, which determines matrix size (convergence), where K max is the plane wave cut-off and R mt is the smallest of all atomic sphere radii. The muffin-tin radii (MT) are for Mn, Co, and As to be 2.1, 2.2 and 2.25 (a.u), respectively. Within the spheres, the charge density and potential are expanded in terms of crystal harmonics up to angular momenta L=10 and a plane wave is used in the interstitial region. The value of G max =14, where G max is defined as the magnitude of largest vector in charge density Fourier expansion. The Monkorst-Pack special k-points were performed using 1500 special k-points in the Brillouin zone for Mn 2 CoAs compound [25] . The cut off energy, which defines the separation of valence and core states, was chosen as -6 Ry. We select the charge convergence as 0.0001e during self-consistency cycles. In the GGA+U calculations, an effective parameter U eff =U−J has been used, where U is the Hubbard parameter and J is the exchange parameter. The values of U and J are 7.07 and J = 0.0 eV, respectively.
Results and discussion
The total energy is calculated ( Fig. 1 ) as a function of lattice constant of Mn 2 CoAs compound for the ferromagnetic (FM) state. In order to determine the ground state properties, such as equilibrium lattice constant a, bulk modulus B and its pressure derivative B', the total energies versus volume are fitted to the Murnaghan's equation of state [26] . The calculated structural parameters of Mn 2 CoAs compound obtained in this work reported in Table 1 with these found in the literature are in good agreement with the theoretical data of reference [27] . In our knowledge there are no experimental data or theoretical calculations exploring the bulk modulus and its pressure derivative for this compound. The bulk modulus and its pressure derivative B' data for Mn 2 ZnSi [28] and Ti 2 CoGa [29] are also presented in Table 1 for a direct comparison purpose. The calculated spin-polarized band structures of Mn 2 CoAs compound at the theoretical equilibrium lattice constant along high-symmetry directions of the first Brillouin zone are displayed in Fig. 2 . Note that, there is no difference in the band structure plot for the two approaches. The spin-up and the spin-down sub-bands are plotted with black and red lines, respectively, as shown in Figs. 2-4 . The Fermi level set as 0 eV.
In Fig. 2 , the structure of up-spin band apparently has metallic intersections at the Fermi level, indicating a strong metallic nature of the spin-up electrons. In minority-spin band, the valence band maximum (VBM) is located at point Γ, where as the conduction band minimum (CBM) is located at Γ point, leads to a gap of about 0.48 and 0.77 eV for GGA-WC and GGA+U, respectively. The spin-down band structure exhibits a band gap indicating semiconducting nature at the Fermi level. This energy gap in the minority-spin band gap leads to 100% spin polarization at the Fermi level. Therefore, the result reveals that Mn 2 CoAs compound exhibits half-metallic properties. In Fig. 3 shows the total density of states and atom-projected (TDOS) as a function of energy for the Mn 2 CoAs compound at its equilibrium lattice constant. To illustrate the nature of the electronic band structures, we plotted the partial density of states (DOS) of Mn(1)-3d, Mn(2)-3d, Co-3d and As-p electrons for the spin-up and spin-down sub-bands in Fig. 4 . The figure indicates that band structures can be divided into two parts: at the energy region from -9.0 to -4.0 eV we find the contribution of As-p electrons, but the energy region from -4.0 to 4.0 eV represents the contribution of the Mn(1)-3d and Mn(2)-3d state hybridized with Co-3d orbital.
The results of the calculated total and atom-resolved magnetic moments, using GGA-WC and GGA+U of Mn 2 CoAs compound, are summarized in Table 1 . The present study shows that the total magnetic moment of Mn 2 CoAs compound is 3.97 and 4.00 µ B for GGA-WC and GGA+U, respectively. These results are in good agreement with previous theoretical work [27] . The obtained result with the GGA+U method is in better agreement with the theoretical data compared to those calculated by the GGA-WC method. The using of the U-Hubbard term, decreased the magnetic moment significantly. For Mn 2 CoAs Heusler compound, the magnetic moments come from the exchange-splitting of the 3d states of the Mn(1), Mn(2) and Co ions. Furthermore, for this compound the partial moment of the atom is the smallest. In Table 2 showed a detailed information on the atomic and total magnetic moments and the spin polarization as a function of lattice constant, where the total magnetic moment vary from 4.00 to 3.98 µ B . The calculated magnetic moments of the Mn(2) and Co atoms increase with the increase of the lattice parameter, while the magnetic moment of the Mn(1) atom decreases. In order to investigate the dependence of the half-metallic state on the lattice parameter, calculations have been performed for the lattice parameters between 5.5 and 5.82 Å. Fig.5 shows clearly that the Mn 2 CoAs Heusler compound has half-metallic nature above the lattice constant values of 5.82 Å. Therefore, the lattice constant variation does not affect half-metallic behavior of the Mn 2 CoAs compound. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we used the FP-LAPW methods implemented in the Wien2k within GGA-WC and GGA+U. The original aspects of the present calculations concern the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of Mn 2 CoAs Heusler compound. The electronic structure in the ferromagnetic configuration for Mn 2 CoAs Heusler compound show that the spin-up electrons are metallic, but the spin-down bands have a gap of 0.48 and 0.77 eV for GGA-WC and GGA+U respectively. The magnetic moments were mostly contributed by the 3d orbital of Mn(1), Mn(2) and Co ion. Our calculations show that Mn 2 CoAs Heusler compound is candidate material for future spintronic applications.
